POS-I-TIE® Veneer Anchoring System

Barrel style brick tie anchors brick and stone through continuous insulation and/or exterior gypsum sheathing to substrate

Use with Thermal-Grip® Brick Tie washer to attach rigid insulation

WIRE TIES AVAILABLE
Available with triangle or pintle style wire ties
Multiple styles and lengths available

Continuous Insulation Attachment

Brick Veneer Anchoring System
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• ⅝" diameter barrel
• Rigid insulation and air-barrier manufacturer approved
• Available with Triangle or Pintle style wire ties
• Available with self-drilling screw tip or masonry / coarse thread tip for concrete or wood
• Standard lengths in ⅝", 1", 1 ½", 2", 2 ½", 3", 3 ½" (extensions available)

*Use with Thermal-Grip® Brick Tie Washer and Thermal-Clip to reduce thermal-bridging.*